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Robert Sharlet

The first Soviet experiment in implementing the Marxist concept of

"otmiranie prava" or the "withering away oflaw" began less than a month
after the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917. The new regime's first legislation
on the judiciary abolished the hierarchy of tsarist courts, which were soon
after. replaced by a much less complex dual system of local people's courts
and revolutionary tribunais. 1 This initiated a process of simplification and
popularization that in the immediate postrevolutionary days and months
swept away most of the inherited tsarist legal system, including the procuracy, the bar, and ali but the most basic laws needed to regulate a society.
Even the remaining legal minimum was subject to interpretation by a new
breed of judges, mostly untrained in law, who were encouraged to guide
themselves by their "revolutionary consciousness" in applying the law. The
· Bolsheviks' objective was that even these remnants of a legal system would
ultimately become superfluous and "wither away" or disappear after the
anticipated short transitional "dictatorship of the proletariat." Their vision,
formed by Marx and Engels and focussed by Lenin's Gosudarstvo i revoliutsiia (1917), was of a new society in which pcople would be able to
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settlc their disputes ''with simplicity. without elaborately organized tri. bunals, without legal representation, without complicated laws, and without a labyrinth of"rules of procedure and evidence." 2 Howe·•er. harsh
reality quickly impinged upon this vision as civil war engulfed the country.
Confronted with the imperatives of governing under the most difficult
conditions, the Bolsheviks, as Hazard has conclusively demonstrated. deferred their dream of a new world and, as early as 1918. began the process
of relegalizing the society, which culminated in a fully articulated legal
system based largely on foreign "bourgeois" models during the early years
·of the New Economic Policy.
This study is devoted to the second Soviet experiment in the "withering
away Óflaw," whichbegan during the NEP period with the slogan "revoliutsiia prava" 3 ("the revolution of the law"), gained momentum during the
years of the "proletarian cultural revolution" and First Five- Year Plan,
peaked during the Second Five- Year Plan, and came to a defini tive halt
only with the arrest and purge of the jurist E. B. Pashukanis and his
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influence over Soviet jurisprudence, including major academic positions,
key publishing posts, official legislative drafting commissions, and cxecutive rank in the justice apparatus. A few, notably Krylenko and Stuchka,
even held higher Party office. Pashukanis exercised his leadership of the
commodity exchange school from an interlocking series of prestigious
academic and editorial positions in law and the social sciences, through
which he increasingly projected his influence over legal research, codification projects, and legal education.".
The "revoluÜon of law" initiated bv the commoditv exchange juri~~
preceded the call for a general "cultural re\'olution" in 12_:8. But thcir
recognition that it was a part of the wider movemcnt is indicated bv Stuch.ka's adoption of the phrase "the cultut:_~_l rev~~ution of the law. " 5
There were differences within the commodity exchange school
tween Pashukanis' utopian goal orientation and Stuchka's more practical
concern over the means for realizing their common dream of a future
society free of legal coercion. However, during the late twenties these
essentially theoretical differences were deliberately muted and carefully
contained within the halls of the Communist Academv in order that a
unified commodity exchange school could better confront its opponents on
the "legal front" of the cultural revolution. Bv the end of the decade,
Pashukanis and his "school" had effectivelv driven from the field ali conipeting theories of law and successfully eliminated or extended their control
over ali nonaffiliated law journals, legal research institutes, and law facul~· This meant that ali legal research and codification projects, as well as
control over legal education, were henceforth concentrated within the
Communist Academy's newly reorganized Institute of Soviet Construction
and Law. Pashukanis, who headed the lnstitute, became the virtualleader
of the Soviet legal profession.
The triumph of the commodity exchange school of Soviet jurisprudence meant greater emphasis on its long-term goal of the withering away
of law. To its CÍ'itics, this meant the seread of "legal nihilism," es~cially
among Marxists, Communists, members of the intelligentsia, and even
some officials. In 192.9 Pravda reportcd what was probably a ~'Picai example of the growing contempt for the law: a local official had "found Soviet
laws inconvenient for him and declared that no laws exist~d for Marxists. " 6
Commenting on this example, a Soviet jurist wrote in 192.9 that "in more

r
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associates beginning in' January 1937.
As the author of Obshchaia teoriia prava i marksizm (1924). which
prescnted his "commodity exchange theory of law," Pashukanis was the
paramount figure in the second attempt to fulfill thc Marxist vision ofa
. · world without legal coercion. At a time when ~larxist jurists were struggling to develop a "Marxist"'theory of law as a critique of the "bourgeois"
legal system of NEP, Pashukanis' theory emergcd as thc most persuasive
approach. It was soon accorded the status of the Marxist theory oflaw, and
a school of "commodity exchange" jurists gathered under Pashukanis'
thcoretical leadership. The commodity exchange school of law. included
both jurists, and specialists in "soviet construction'' (sovetskoe stroitefstvo).
BcsidesPashukanis, the best lmown represcntatives of the school weie P. I.
Stuqhka and N. V. Krylenko, both of whom were "Oid Bolsheviks" as well
• ! •

as J4nsts.
The coinmodity
exchange
school of l~w \..;as centercd within the
. .
.
CO'Tlmunist Academy. Most of its adherents wrote for the Acadt:my's law
jou~nal, Revoliutsiia prava, which began publication in 19:17, and a
number of them taught in the law section of the related Institute of Red
Professors. In addition, the commodity exchangc jurists occupied a network of strategic positions that enablcd them to maximize and exte~d their
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serious: and qualified circles, one comes across attempts to create ad hoc a
whole theory on this subject, " 7 an allusion to Pashukanis' commodity
exchange theory of law.
To. apprcciatc thc impact of the commodity exchange school on the
second Soviet experiment in the withering a""Y of law, a précis of
Pashukanis' theory is necessary. 8 Pashukanis began from the premise that
law was rooted in the institution of private property. and that its primary
purpose was to facilitate and regulate the exchange processes of private
enterprise. From this narrow premise was derived his complex theory of
law as a uniquely "bourgeois" phenomenon. Since, for Pashukanis. law was
the juridical expression of commodity exchange based on the principie of
equivalency in the capitalist economy, his theory was known as the "commodity exchange theory of law." Conceptualizing alllaw as private law,
Pashukanis derived public law from the equivalent relations of commodity
exchange. Conseguently, he represented the state in its capacitv as guarantor ofcommodity exchange in the marketplace "as law and only law,"
while the state às an organization of class domination \\<IS designated a
· meta-juridical phenomenon beyond the scope of legal theory. Therefore,
proceeding from Marxist principies, the commodity exchange theory an. ticipated the early "withering away" of law and of its state-guarantor as the
socialist sector gained ascendancy over the capitalist sphere of the Soviet
cconomy and the plamting principie superseded the process of commodity
exchange.
To elaborate, Pashukanis conceivcd of ali legal relationships as contractual relationships reflecting the objectlvc economic relationships of commodity exchange. Since commodity exchange was based on the equal·
relationship between property owners as. legal persons with the right to
acquire and alienate property in a market economy .. the "form" or structure
of/t~e corresponding legal relationship was based on "equivalency," the
principie that the contracting parties cxchangc with one another given
· cop1modities in equal amounts. From this point of view, even crime and
ptinishment (and thus criminallaw) was an expression of an ex post facto
contractual relationship between a criminal and the state: the criminal, as
one party to the "contract," committed a crime. and the state, as the other
p~rty, meted out punishment equivalent to the damage sustai'ned by the
victirr:.

~
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For Pashukanis, even the state was reducible to private law. He conceptualized the state as a dual phenomenon-the "'legal state ... "hich manife$.ted itself indirectly through legal norms based on the eguivalencv principie. and the "political state," which ex12rcssed its power directh- bv mcans
of the "technical rules" of administration based on the principie of political
"expediency."
Since Pashukanis considered the economic institution of commodity
exchange to be peculiar to capitalism, he conclud~_that private law an...iits
_deriva tive, the legal state, were exclusivelv capitalist phenomena. H e argued that law in Soviet society was "bourgeois law." which was primarily
necessary for the regulation of the capitalist elements of the r-;EP economy.
From his point of view, there neither was nor could be in the future any
such phenomenon as "proletarian" or "socialist" law.
Pashukanis predicted that law (that is, private law and the legal state)
would gradually begin to "wither away," as soon as its economic prerequisites of priva te property and commodity exchange were replaced by a public
property economy based on the principie of economic planning. In Soviet
terms, that meant the termination of the New Economic Policy, which
Pashukanis and his associates anticipated, and which in fact t0ok place at
the end of the 192os .
The impact ofthe commodity exchange school oflaw on thc \\Íthcring
away process began to become apparent in the late twenties. Pashukanis
and his colleagues assiduously devoted themseh-es to bringing about the
realization of his prediction that private law and the legal state would
gradually begin to wither away upon thc elimination of the institutions of
private property and the market. From their point of view, thc prcvailing
political and economic trends wcre favorable. The doctrine of "socialism
in one country," signaling the forthcoming end of the strategic retrcat of
the New Economic Policy, was first officially expressed in 192r; at the
Fourteenth Party Confercnce. Latcr in the same year, the Fourteenth Party ·
Congress adopted the policy of industrialization, which mcant that a substantial growth of the socialist sector of the economy- could be anticipatcd.
In the language of the commodity exchange school of law, thc imminent
end of the New Economic Policy and the subsequent growth of the state
sector meant a significant weakening of the juridical superstructure. By
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1927 the Fiftccnth Party Congress was calling for the construction of a
socialist society, an objective that for Pashukanis and his colleagues required the gradual elimination of law. A. Ia. Estrin, speaking for the
commodity exchange school, wrote in Rcvoliutsiia prava: 9
·

New Econornic Policy, voiccs were openl~· hea1d saying: "\\'ell, this i~ for
them (the Nepmen) and not for us. ". And finally, "hen a genuincl~· 5Cientific theory oflaw emerged here, ... [the fact that it) held Soviet law mio"
esteem contributed significantly to its popularity. 11

The basic conclusion which those of us working in the field of the theory ·
and practice of Soviet law and in the work of legal constiuction can draw is
that not only has lhe necessity of moving fom<u~. decisively breaking away
from the inertia of the juridical institutions and fonns .... become acutely
urgent, but now ali the preconditions are present so that the achievements
in the field of legal form and legal "superstructure" can conform to the
achievements in the field of the planned construction of the "base."

The concept of withering away had practical as well as theoretical
implications, and the commodity exchange school, through the many
strategic positions and editorships held by its adherents, was actively engaged in propagandizing the problems of the withering away of private law
and the.legal state on both leveis. Considerable interest in the problems
contingent upon the withering away process was reflected in a repor! to the
Fifteenth Party Congress by N. M. lanson, a prominent member of the
Central Control Commission of the Party and of the Workers' and Peasants' Inspectorate, who was soon to succeed D. I. Kurskii as RSFSR Commissar of Justice. lanson, reporting on an inspection of the lower judiciary,
noted that the inspection had uncovered "a colossal quantity of litigation,"
which had caused "an enormous logjam." In language familiar to the
. commodity exchange school, lanson criticized the fact that the defense of
legality was being "convérted into pedantry," at which point Krylenko,
sitting in the audience, shouted "Rightl" lanson went on to warn against
those "comrades with gpod jurídica! baggage" who were mainly concemed
with "the forms of justice" and approached their duties with "a professional
jurídica) bias." The legal system should be "linked with the requirements
of life (voice: 'Right!'), with final expediency (applause)"; and the lower
judiciary required "not just reforms ... but even a small revolution. " 13
The spirit of the "revolution of the law" was also apparent among other
government officials. One such official expressed the opinion that the legal
system would be necessary only until there were enough administrators
who could "decide each individual case according to its merits and the
interests of the Soviet state." 1"
The idea of withering away was not confined to high political, adminis. trative, and legal circles, but was even popularized for mass consumption.
The article on "The Law" in Malaia sovetskaia entsiklapediia (1930) stated
that

~
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The growth of the socialist base, Estrin argued, meant "the simplification
and contraction" of the "legal form"-in other words, a withering away of
the law.
lt was a time, as Hazard has aptly expressed it, when "simplification of
institutions and procedures seemed realistic and not utopian .... " 10 Another
perceptive observer. of Soviet jurisprudence described the clima te of opinion around 1930, when, "under the influence of the successes of the
Five-Year Plan, it was officially announced that socialism had won finally
and irrevocably": 11
The line of reasoning which proves the incvitable disappearance of law
.under socialism by con~ecting law with the frce exchange of commodities
appealed chiefly to lawyers and generally cducated people. Hundreds of
thousands of single-minded communists. amongst them judges, investigators, and procurators, sincercly bdicvcd in the more orthodox assumption that socialism would make any state authority unnecessary, and in this
way do away with law. Hearing from ali sidcs that socialism had already
won, many of them decided to draw the neccssary conclusions.

! "Withering away" was, of course, a familiar concept in the MarxistLehinist vocabulary, but probably no one in thc 1920s did as much to call
att~ntion to it and bring it into focus as did Pashukanis. Reviewing the fi.rst
tw~lve years of Soviet legal development, Stuchka acknowledged Pashuka~is' role in this connection. At the begimiing of NEP, he wrote,

-......,~~·····
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The majority of communists referred to the law of the Soviet power skepti.i cally, to say the least. When Lenin ... initiated the laws concerning the

Law reaches its peak in bourgeois societies; as the most developed historical
type of commodity producing society .... {Law will "ither away] in the
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futUre society of communism, in which the clas.s division will 6isappear
and the plan~ed rcgulation of lhe economy will fulh· replace the market
regulation of productioh and exchange .... The regulation of the relations
of production and exchange and ali other social relations ·by rheans of the
legal norm will be repiJced by purely technical rcgulation .... 1 ~
The commodity exchange school initially had its greatest impact on
criminallaw and proceduré. As earlv as 192.7, .Krylenko began to draft new
criminal codes consistent with the goal of withering awav. That vear
Krylenko. under Pashukanis' influei1ce. plaved a inajor role in drafting
criminal codes for the Ukrainian and Armenian republics. ·Both of these
codes were patterned after the Criminal Code of the RSFSR of 192.6 and
contained the "analogy" (see p. 181) and "social danger"' principies,
which, from the point of view of the commoditv exchange school, were
essential to the transition from eguivalencv to expediencv. 16
Pashukanis and Krylenko believed that the first step in the withering
away of criminal la.w was the elimination of the most basic features of
"bourgeois" criminallaw from the Soviet codes. Consequentlv, they directed
their attack against the "dosage system" of punishment and against the
distinctions between intention, negligence, attempt, and participation.l'
According to Hazard, Pashukanis and Krylenko received the support of"practically every writer and researcher on criminallaw in the Soviet Union." 18
. Pashukanis and his colleagues in criminallaw had succeeded in replacing the term "punishment" with the words "measures of social defense" in
the RSFSR Criminal Code of 192.6. From their perspective, this was a
modest step away from what Krylenko called the "price-list system'' of code
19
writing. Next, the commodity exchange school began to argue forcefully
within the Communist Academy in favor of the advantages of ''direct
action" ex edienc over "action b mcans of a eneral statute" e uivalency,í or jurídica! action). 20 Pashukanis and 1\:rylenko urged that a reforme~ Criminal Code of the RSFSR should hav~ only one section-a
genenll section laying down the fundamental principies that would guide
the co;urts in the administration of justice. They argued that the section of
the cdde that dcfined specific crimes in cach article followed by a prescribed penalty should be eliminated. Their ma in concern at this point was
that the judge should not bc bound by narrow limitations, but that he
should be able to "apply whatever pcnalty he thought necessary toassure
the protection of society."2 1

and the Withering Away o( Law
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In effect, the commodity exchange school proposed that repressive measures should not be equated with the type of crime committed or the
· individual's guilt, but should conform instead to the principie of ex~
diency, which could mean a greater or lesser "measure of social defense,"
dçpending on the judge's discretion. Article 6 of Krylenko's draft criminal
code of 1930 clearly reflects this objective of the commodity exchange
school: 22
'!I>

...

~

Measures of class oppression and of enforced educational influence may be
applied to persons who have committed a certain delinquency as well as to
persons who, in spite of no! having committed a definite crime, justi~· the
serious apprehension that they eventually may commit delinquencies. in
consequence of their relations to criminal surroundings or of their own
criminal past.

In 1931 lhe first national conference of Marxist jurists, dominated by
thç__ commodity exchange school, aeproved Pashukanis' and Kn·lenko1
proposal to abolish the section of the criminal code dealing with specific
crimes and punishments. The resolution of the conference stated that the
substantial progress in industrialization and collectivization and the
strengthening of the planning principie in general had
created the conditions that have made it possible actually to attempt to
eliminate lhe theory of value for value in criminal repression and to replace
it by repression based on the principie of expediency as the guiding principie for the judge in each particular case. 23
Along with the criminallaw reforms, Pashukanis, Kn·lenko. and Estrin
addressed themselves to the task of simplifving criminal procedure \\Íth a
view to its eventual elimination. The interaction of autonomous contesting
J!arties in the criminal process was regarded by the commoditv e;xchange
school as a reflcction of markct relationships and hence as a bourgeois
phenomenon. In 192.7 Krylenko had advocated "abolishing the Criminal
Proced.ural Code [of the RSFSR] ..• and replacing it by a collection of
technical rules .... " 24 There were indications by 192.9 that the codifiers
had been experimenting with the simplification o f criminal procedure. 25
and a present-day Soviet legal historian (and contemporary of Pashukanis)
has written that by charactcrizing "controversy" (sostíazatel'nost') in criminal procedure as "bourgeois," the commodity exchange school adversely
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affected "the whole system of procedural guarantees and at the same time
weakencd interest in the scientific elaboration o f Soviet procedure. '' 26
Krylenko had a fairly explicit conception of the ·ways in \Í.·hich public
order would be maintained after the eventual withering awav of the court.
Moral or educational measures would be applled tó violators of the community rules. Thesemeasures would include suspended sentences. public
censure, expulsion from the communitv, denial of the right to participate
in social and political organizations 1 and deQrivation of political ri_ghts.
The elaborate pyramidal judiCial svstem, with its different t}J?CS of tribunals1 would be abandoned, and control bv the central authorities wou,ld
ccase. The judge would be guided by ethical rules that would reOect the
society's complete achievement of socialisin. 27
•
This was a large order, but Pashukanis, Krylenko, Estrin, and others
attempted to fulfill it. As a start, Krylenko felt that judicial behavior had to
be changed so that judges would not approach the function of imposiog
punishment from "that damn idea of equivalence which sticks so firmly in
theheads of ai\."~ 8 .In effect, he and his colleagues wanted to introduce a
new criminal code that would allow the judge to deal more "with the man"
than with his actions. 29
To facilitate the gradual simplification of the judicial process, the
commodity exchange school, especiallv Krvlenko, also promoted the further development and extension of the comrades' courts frorn the late
twenties. The comrades' courts had first been organized in the Red Army,
following the October Revolution, as peer courts for the punishment of
minor offenses. However, it was in the cotme of the "revolution of the
law" in the late twenties that the institution began to Oourish. 30
The jurisdiction of the comrades' courts was enlarged to include severa!
h~retofore criminal offenses and even civil suits. Up to this time, comr~des' courts were primarily located in industrial enterprises, but from 192.9
tlie iristitution was extended to housing associations and other residential
units and, for the first time, into rural arcas. This entailed further broadeni~g
of .théirjurisdiction into the traditional branches offamilv, land, labor,
'
and housing law. The rural comradcs' courts, for example, could hear
child support cases and some alimony, land, and labor disputes; while the
comrades' courts in housing devclopments had jurisdiction over thirteen
categories of cases involving the use of housing facilities. The volume of

t\wa~·
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cases heard bycomrades' courts began to increase rapidly, with a comparable decline in the number of cases based on private complaints going
through the regular "people's" courts. 31
The process of the withering awav of criminal law and procedure was
also fostered by the encroachment of medicine, especially psychiatry, into
the traditional jurisdiction of criminal law. In 192.5, the first AII-Union
Conference of Psychiatry and Neurology resolved that

(
the idea of imputability ... must be eliminated from Soviet legislation and
replaced by the idea of socially dangerous conditions produced by thc
. neuropsychiatric deviation of the criminal. 32

\,

In subsequent years, the concept of legal responsibility was eroded in
practice: legal cri teria for insanity, involving will and intcllect, were ignored. Harold J. Berman and Donald Hunt, in their study of forensic
medicine in the Soviet Union, observed that "although the Criminal Code
provided for legal tests of insanity, the tests actually applied were mcdicalpsychiatric tests of mental illness. " 33 Psychiatric cri teria were very widely
applied. For ínstance, drug addicts were not considered legally reponsible,
and sometimes even slightly intoxicatedpersons who had committed .criminal acts were considered nonimputable. By 192.9 the criminal law
specialist I. P. Trainin was writirig that strong emotional excitement caused
by a serious insult "might well serve as a basis for a finding of nonresponsibility on the ground of 'pathological affect. '. " 34
In civil law, the impacl of the commoditv exchange theory became
apparent only at the VC!)' end of the twenties, partly because the theorists_
themselves assumed that nothing could be clone in this arca until a basic
P.Qiitical decision was taken to abandon lhe economic relations of NEP.
Nevertheless, there was discussion of civil law among the commodity
exchange group during the lwenties, with Stuchka rather than Pashukanis
taking lhe leading role. Ultimatelv 1 lhe theorists contemplated, the civil
· law regulating lhe exchange of commodities both within and bem·ecn the
private and public sectors of the mixed economv of the NEP period would
be converted into a series of technical rules (or, in Stuchka's terminologr,_
"econoniic law") dictated by lhe imperatives of administering a publicly
owned and operated industrial econon.n;:. "Sale and purchase is a bourgeois
institution," Stuchka told a confcrencc of justice officials in 192.9. "So-

(
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Justice that he expected that "alllitigation, civil or criminal. \\ould di.sappear within the next six or seven years .... '' 41
But Pashukanis' and Krrlenko's hopes that their draft criminal code
would be adopted in 1930 were disappointed (in spite of which they continued to produce new drafts annually from 1930 to 193 5). Hü\\ever. their
drafts did have an effect on the administration of criminal justice. since
they encouraged the belief that the 1926 Code was soon tobe replaced. 43 It
was reported that these draft codes '\vere more generally distributed in
sotne areas than were copies of the criminal code in force": official commentators on the RSFSR Criminal Code actually advised judges to disrcgard
certain of its provisions; and this apparently led to numerous errors in
scntencing, with the courts giving insignificant penalties for stealing, disorderly conduct, and evasion of alimony payments, while meting out
heavier penalties for lesser offenses. 44 Some Russian Republic courts even
disregarded the laws on a wholesale basis, for which they were criticized by
the Supreme Court of the RSFSR. 45 As Hazard reported,

cialism does _not recognize sales and purchases. lt recognizes only direct
supply." 35 Under socialism, state enterprises would gradually succeed in-dividuais as the predominant subject of a right or juridical person. 36 lt was
anticipated that the Five-Year Pl<1n would produce "a new contraction of
law in. favor of administrative regulation.,; 37 and in 1<)29 the Sixth AllRussian Congress of Workers of Justice adopted a resolution thatstressed
the nccessity to begin "to reduce and simplify our civil law. " 38
With spontaneous action of the market ·curbed · and the principie of
economic planning extended, preparations for the withering awav of civil
law proceeded more rapidl~. L. lé!. Cintsburg published the first "Program" or syllabus for economic law in 1929. The second edition of the
program, which went to press in mid-1930. stated that the Civil Code of
the RSFSR was rapidly withering away and being replaced by economic law,
or technical rules. Quoting Pashukanis. Cintsburg observed that the intensive growth of planning was causing the "'displacement of legal form,'"
which meant that the importance of "the formal juridical aspect in the
organization ofthe social.exchange of material things" was being reduced. 39
Outlining the process of the withering away of civil law, Cintsburg wrote
that

Encouragement of complete disrcgard of the precise provisions of the
[criminal] code [of 1926]led to a broad application of the section promoting application by analogy to punish an acl for which there was no definite
section. The court practice had led to the result that no citizen could
foretell what \\-'35 a possible criminal act, since the analogies section might
be applied to cover any act. 46

the social exchange of material things will be cffeded . . . not by the
mechanism of separate, uncoo,rdinated equivalcnt civillaw contracts. each
of which is the ·result of an agreement between autonomous economic
wills, but by a system of organízed and reciprocally coordinated acts
originating from the single center for planm:d targets. 40
By 1930 the impact of the commodity exchangc school of law on the
Soviet legal system was already becoming noticcablc, especially in criminal
and civil law and procedure and the administration of criminal justice. lt
had become rare "to encounter a direct defense of the ~ystem of legal
principies that corresponds to the capitaJist CC011omic structure," noted an
editorial in one of the group's journals .in the summer of 1930. In the
opinion of the jourflal, rationalization, collcctivization, and the extension
of planning had now made it possiblc tobcgin to climinate lcgàl regulation
from ali sectors of society-although, as· it admittcd. much still remained
to be done in this respect. 41 An Englishman visiting the_Soviet Union in
the same year was told by a high official of the RSFSR Commissariat of
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In the field of criminal procedure, the "triumph of the simplifiers" was
thc Tadzhik Criminal Procedural Code of 193 5, which containcd onlv 154
47
articles. The impact of the commodity exchangc school on the judiciary
was especially dramatic. Judges actually began to dose their courts in some
places, and Vyshinskii recalled in 1934 that
~

l.
I

only two years ago ... lhe Chairman of thc Mordo\' Regional Court issued
a circular to ali \he subordinate courts urging the necessity of closing the
organs of justice, in view of thc fact that we were already entering the stage
of socialism .... Only a year ago another judge wrotc to the [RSFSR) Commissariat of Justice inquiring whethcr it was not time to closc ali the organs
of justice in connection with the creation of a classless sociel)· .... 48
A sccond. area in which thc commodity cxchangc school had grcat
impact was legal education. Thc organization and content of legal educa-
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tion in tum had profound implications for the future of law in Soviet
. society. Just as Pashukanis and his colleagues attempted to influence the
withering away of the extant legal system, so also they sought to cut off any
future legal and administrative development at the source by reshaping
legal education to conform to their conception of the kind of legal personnel appropriate to preside over the gradual withering away of law.
The prioritv tasks in Soviet legal education as Pashukanis described
them in 1927 were the struggle against "bourgeois''leial scholarship and-;.
Marxist reorientation of teaching in the university faculties of Soviet law.
H e observed that there was only a thin stratum of Marxist scholars on the
teaching staffs in the departments of state and law. The Law Department of
the lnstitute of Red Professors-in effect a competitor of the old unh·ersity
faculties of law-had only recently been established and did not yet have
many students. But Pashukanis was confident that the enrollment would
grow and a new Soviet generation would receive "the correct Marxist
methqdological line for research on questions irr the field of state and
law."49 The "line" to which Pashukanis was referring was, of course, the
position of the commodity exchange school of law.
Pashukanis was e~pecially concenicd that bourgeois jurists tended to
dominate theteaching oflaw in the Soviet Unio_n. \Yhen the Collegium of
the RSFSR justice Commissariat adopted a resolution conceming the necessity of improving the Marxist character of law teaching and research,
Pashukanis stressed that the resolution warned against placing jurisprudence ,;in strange hands, in the hands o f specialists who neither have nor
desire to have anything in common with :'\larxism-Leninism. " 50 By 1928
Pashukanis observed that the core of ~larxist jurists had grown sufficiently
strong to dispense with bourgeois law professors. His group supported the
P.Urging of non-Marxist and bourgeois jurists from the legal superstructure,
. and especially from the law schools (on the university purge as a general
ph~nomenon, see Lapidus, this voiume, pp. 91-92). After th~,-<?f
bourgeois professors from the Soviet Law faculty of MoscowUniversity in
19l9=30 two adherents of the commodity exchange theory expressed the
opinion that this had strengthened the Marxist positión and cleared the way
{9r reconsid~f traditional ideas on legal education "which had been
Uncriticallr teceived from bourgeoÍS jürisprudence."St During this period
many bourgeois jurists, especially. the grqup around the journal Pravo i
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zhizn' and those connected with the lnstitute of Soviet La..-.. werc Jccmcd
of "smuggling bourgeois doctrines into Soviet jurisprudence and wcrc expelled. from the. universities. .... " 52 .
·
Bv mid-1930, sufficient progress had been made in eliminJting
bourgeois professors from Soviet legal education for the commoditv ex_change school to be able to turn its attention to the bourgeoislegal advison
in. the state apparatus. M. Dotsenko cautioned that .;the dangerous
bourgeois jurídica! world view" still permeated the state apparatus because
of a shortage ofMarxist cadres.
The actual 'carriers of evil' are primarily .the enormous army of legal
advisors to various [governmental] institutions, right up to the central
institutions, and the so-called scientific ad,·isers who are educated in juridical dogmatism and who not only apply the seal of their metaphysical world
view to series of legislative acts. . . but also propagate their .. scientific
theories" through Soviet journals and particular institutes in which they
artificially breed the bacteria of the juridical world view for mass consumption.53
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Simultaneously, while eliminating bourgeois jurists from the law
schools and advocating their remova! from the stateaQparatus, the commodity exchange school was in the eroce~l..!?J:EEQI\§JD!cting the organization and content of legal education. Thc curriculum of the Law Department of the lnstitute of Red Professors served as their laboratory and provided the basic pattern that guided the Marxist reorganization of legal
education in the Soviet Union. This curriculum included the commodity
exchange school's version of Marxist methodology and law. the main
themes of bourgeois jurisprudence, an analysis of maior bourgeois legal
institutions, and an examination of the doctrines of :\1arx, Engels, and
Lenin on law and the state. s4
Marxist course "programs" were drafted or at least planned by commoditv exchange school men.f2!. eve!I.. branch of law, including legal
55
history. The two syllabi most central to the process of the witheri ng away
of law and state were Gintsburg's Programma po khoziaistvenno-administrativnomu pravu and lezuitov's and Rezunov's Ui:henie o sovetskom
gosudarstve. Gintsburg's program was the first on the new branch of "economic law" thatwas to supersede civillaw; and the pronounced influence
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of the commodity exchange school may clearly be seer, fo~ example, in its
third topic: "The expanded socialist offensive, the transformation of exchange relations, and the fate of the Civil Code. '' 56 The new syllabus on
. the state prepared by lezuitov and Rezunov was based on the premise of "a
unified Marxist doctrine of the Soviet state," which was, in effect, a doctrine of the "political state"; and the authors rejected ali "attempts to
theoretically rcpresent the Soviet state as a legal state. " 57 Again, the influence of Pashukanis' and Stuchka's ideas was clear.
Undcr Pashukanis' lcadcrship, the influcnce of thc commodity exchange school was extendcd to correspondence courses in law. The Correspondence Division of the I nstitute of Red Profcssors, establishcd in 1929,
had a law section 58 whose journal was edited by Pashukanis (who at this
time held the position of Rector of the lnstitute of Red Professors). The law
section of the Correspondence Division was oriented toward the popularization of Marxist legal education, and its journal was especially designed to
reach Party activists and teachers in Party schools and graduate schools, as
well as the regulé!r correspondence students. S'~
The frcshman law studcnt, whcthcr in regular attendance or studying
by .correspondence, was guickly introduced to the basic positions of the
commodity exchange school. His first cotme was the seminar on the
general thcory of law, taught by Pashukanis as, in effect, a seminar on the
commodity exchange theory of law. 60 The occupations o( Pashukanis' first
· class of correspondence students suggcst thc possible reach of his influence
beyond the legal profession. The studcnts includt-d a military procurator in
the Ukraine, an employee ofthe secret police in Belorussia, a high school
teacher, a propagandist, and the assistant chief of lhe legal department of a
credit burcau. 61
Pashukanis' journal published grades and C\'aluations of student papers
thàt indicate the typc of intellectual monopoly to which the commodity
. CXfhang~ school aspired. On lhe theory of law ..studcnt papers were generally criticized for deviating from thc commodity exchange interpretation
and praised for following it. The result was that the papers sounded like
regurgitations of Pashukanis' ideas, or fulsomc affinnations that "the most
correct point of vicw is the conccption of Comradc Pashukanis, who first
d~veloped a Marxist understanding of thc legal form of production relations .... " 62
• There was, however, one basic disadvantage to the position of the
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commodity exchange school: by talking about the withering awa> of law its
members were cutting the ground from under their own profession. Law
students noted that the prospects for a career in law were beginning to look
dim and passed resolutions expressing doubt that thev should continue
their studies. 63 Vyshinskii la ter reported that the prevailing nihilism toward
law had had an especially "perniclous'' effect on "the organiz.ation of legal
education and the training of legal personnel. "6-4
From 1930 very few students specialized in criminal la\\. 65 Those \\h o
took the new "economic law" courses that replaced courses in civil law
emerged in some ways poorly equipped. As Hazard noted. lawycrs,
graduates of the law school, practicing attorneys, and judges knew vcry
little about the legal rights of individuais, although they were extremely
proficient in resolving disputes betwecn two state enterprises. 66
The subject of the legal state was gradually disappearing from the
curricula of the law schools. The course on the Soviet go\-ernmental system at Sverdlov Communist University was dropped at the end. of the
academic year 1929. The study of Soviet government was also incrcasingly
ignored in the Soviet law faculty of Moscow University and in the prcparatory section of the lnstitute of Red Professors. As an editorial in
Revoliutsiia prava reported in 1929,
The study of the Soviet Constitution, lhe governmentJI machinery of thc
prolctarian state, is little by little being dropped from the curricula of our
institutions of higher learning and thc Party gradua te schools. 67
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By mid-1930, one of Pashukanis' assoe iates obscrved that "one often hears ·
it said that there is no reason to get absorbed in the study of the state. since
it. . . is withering away in the period of the dictatorship of the proletariat. " 68
The efforts of Pashukanis and the commodity exchange school of law
· had a major impact on Soviet jurisprudcnce, and by the end of the 1920s
the impact had extended to the practicc of law and the s~·stem of legal
education. Pashukanis saw the introduction of thc First Five-Year planas a
turning point. 69 As he wrote late in 1929:
The role of the purc juridical supcrstructure, thc role of law. is now
diminishing, and from this one can infcr thc gt·ncral rule that [kchniclll
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regulation bccomes more effective as the role of law b<,::omes weaker and
lcss· significant. 70
·
·
Hazard .reports that Pashukanis boldly predicted that the withering away
process would reach a decisive stage by the end of the Second Five-Year
Plan. 71
In the 19305, an atmosphere of legal nihilism permeated the Soviet
legal system. 72 Although the closing of local courts was eventually .stopped,
the comrades' courts continued to absorb n~ore and more of the case load
of the oeo12le's courts. The percentage of persons judged by the people's
courts of the RSFSR on private complaints, beginning in 1929, fell to 26.9
in 1931, 16.9 in 1932 and 6.5 in 1933. "when social [i.e. comrades']
courts were formed everywhere. " 73 Legal education hàd fallen into very
low esteem. Hazard, reporting on his student days in Moscow, wrote:
In 1934 we had an old building in bad rcpair. poorly decorated, unheated
· so that we. sat in lectures fully clothed for the street. We had a schedule
which changcd so often without notice that it bccame a joke, and no one
even knew from (me semester to the next what would be the.subjects which
· woúld be taught. ·Ountudents were men and women in their late twenties
or early thirties, and they carne for the most part bccause they had tired of
other work they had previously been doing. 74
Satisfactory though ali this was from the point of view of withering
away of law, there were problems for Pashukanis and. the commodicy
exchange school. 75 Stalin and the Partv leadership rejected the idea that
the state itself was withÚing away (see Fitzpatrick. this volume, p. oo and
note 65). In 193o-3 1, the Marxist legal profession underwent a process of
recantation and self-criticism comparable with that occurring in other fields
affected by cultural revolution. The major events of this phase were
Pashukanis' "self-criticism" in late 1930, ànd the First AII-Union Congrbss of Marxist Specialists on the State and Law, called in early 1931 and
ptbided over by Pashukanis, which met to di,scuss the reconstruction of
jurisprudence in conformity with the new emphasis on the strong state and
the repudiation of "withering away" theorics.
Pashukanis remained the unchallenged doyen of Soviet jurisprudence,
but his ~·commodity exchange theory of law" did not fare so well. The
imposition of positivist elements deprived it of much of its theoretical
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coherence as a sociology of law. As Pashukanis abandoncd cconomio and
turned to politics as the source oflaw, the state became, in thcorv as \H:ll a~
fact, the author of legal norms. In Pashukanis' revised theory, law \\JS .111
exprcssion of the policy o( the state. While he accepted the ncccs~ity of
strengthening the state to carry out the political tasks of thc day, he did not
draw the same conclusion for law, which he insisted should be characterized by .maximum "flexibility" befitting the policy of a revolutionary
state. He continued to rcsist the idea that there could be a "socialist law,"
believing that once the law of thc proletarian state had been used to
facilitate the transition from socialism to communism. it was destined to
wither away.
The emphasis givcn bv Pashukanis and his colleagues to "flcxibilitv" in
the law was consistent with thcir previous emphasis on "simplification" of
the law. I.n this spirit, Pashukanis and Krylenko continued until 193 5 to
draft new codcs of "criminal policy and law" based on the principie of
"political expediency," while Pashukanis and Gintsburg at the same time
continued to work for the supplanting of civil law with "economic law"
reflecting the "technical rules" of the Five-Year plans and based on production units as juridical persons. Both of these tendencies were influential
in Soviet legal education during the first half of the thirties.
In short. the political situation had changed but the \·iews of the
Pashukanis group, in essence, had not. The contradiction became manifest in 193 5-36, with the drafting, public discussion, and ratification of
the new Constitution of the USSR. The implications for law of the new
constitution were immcdiately clear: the Soviet system required a strong
and stable criminallaw for the protection of public property, anda prcdictable and differentiatcd civillaw for the protection of the new constitutional
right of "personal property." A stable legal system. in tum, rcquired the
systematic legal education of a sufficient number of professionally traincd
lawyers.
Thc "Stalin Constitution" was ratified in late 1936; Pashukanis \vas
arrested · and disappeared in early 12,37. This endcd the second Soviet
experiment in the withering away of law, and cleared the wav for a ncw
drive for legal "stabili!J:" headed by A. la. Yyshinskii. who succeeded
Pashukanis as the effective leader of the Soviet legal profession. lt was a
denouement that, in view of Pashukanis' views on the principie of politi-
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for the spring semester of 1936-37, and civillaw rest~red. In the following
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